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INFLATABLE YACHT PLATFORMS
Providing you extra space to work & play



CUSTOMISE 
TO YOUR
SATISFACTION
At SeaRaft we pride ourselves in designing and building every 
platform specifically to our clients specification and requirements.

“You dream it, We build it”
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SeaRaft is the leading manufacturer of customised Inflatable 
marine platforms. From marine life free Sea Pools to Jet Ski 
docks and work/wash-down platforms, our premium-quality 

rafts are handmade in Europe and tailored specifically to your 
yacht’s individual needs. Offering unparalleled strength and 

stability – combined with unbeatable lightness – our products 
are designed for quick deployment and compact storage. 

They make the perfect solution for safe docking, unloading of 
passengers, protection of your yacht and so much more. 
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SEA POOLS
A SeaRaft Sea Pool Marina is the perfect recreational toy for superyacht owners 
and their guests, raising comfort and entertainment to the highest level.

Although designed with your guests in mind, the SeaRaft Sea Pool remains 
lightweight and compact for easy assembly, cleaning, stowing and 
maintenance by the crew.
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Submerged swim access 
ladders can be added as a 

design option.

Usually made up of four component platforms with an internal 
marine life free net, the Sea Pools can be designed simply as a place 
to swim or sunbathe or additionally modified to accommodate 
docks for jet skis and tenders and other toys. Pools can also be 
manufactured in one-piece dependent upon size.

mailto:INFO@searaft.com


SEARAFT EXPANDS
YOUR SEA LIFE
A SeaRaft Sea Pool marina extends your first-class facilities out 
beyond the traditional boundaries of the yacht and offers a 
slice of paradise from an alternative perspective - sea level.

Guests can bask in the sun and trail their fingers in the 
protected waters of a private Sea Pool. An idyllic luxury not 
afforded to those high above the water on-board the yacht.  



JET SKI DOCKS
Docking Jet Skis or Seabobs can be difficult for even the most experienced 
riders. SeaRafts Jet Ski Docks have been designed to protect both 
passengers and craft by providing a safe and easy transfer to the yacht.

We offer several standard designs and sizes or we can tailor our platforms to 
your particular specification to create the perfect solution for your yacht.
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We carry several standard sized T-or M-shaped Jet 
Ski Docks, ranging from 1 to 6 skis and available in a 
one-piece or modular setup. SeaRaft Jet Ski Docks are 
supplied as standard with water ballast bags, soft grip 
carry handles, d-rings, rubbing strake around. All packed 
and protected in a practical storage- and carrying bag. 
Simple and straight forward.

Our Jet Ski Docks not only hold jet skis but Seabobs 
and other water toys, all shaped to the yachts specific 
stern profile. From small sectional components to large 
custom platforms, we can find the exact configuration 
to suit your needs.

Combining Sea Pools  & Jet Ski Docks 
provides you with the space you need to 
work & play.

https://searaft.com/
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LEISURE &
MAINTENANCE
PLATFORMS
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In need of extra deck space while on the water? Nothing can offer a more 
perfect solution than a SeaRaft Inflatable Platform. There are multiple 
options for you and your guests; SeaRaft Standard Platforms are an 
economic and creative way of extending valuable deck space.

We carry several kind of top 
finishes such as the Original Teak 
Deck anti-skid and the Diamond 
Shaped Deck anti slip.
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MAKING LIGHT WORK
‘We offer standard Yacht (Maintenance) Platforms sized 
from 3,0 x 1,5m (model 450) to 4,0 x 2,0m (model 800). 

Due to their stability, strength and extreme light weight, 
these individual platforms enable activities such as such as 

sunbathing, docking, or maintenance and repair tasks.

https://searaft.com/


CUSTOM DESIGN
SeaRaft is unique in producing customised, high-quality inflatable solutions 
for the superyacht industry. Using only the highest quality fabrics combined 
with superior gluing techniques, our rafts are designed and fabricated 
under one roof in Germany, creating the lightest, stiffest, and easiest to use 
platforms on the market.
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Taking your platform design 
to the ultimate level. You 

dream it, We build it.
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We understand the importance to owners and crew of 
protecting both yacht and smaller craft, and that’s why 
each platform is constructed and customised to its specific 
use and the owner’s personal requirements.

Think of floating marinas that hold jet skis, Seabobs and 
other water toys, netted sea pools for swimming in safety 
or a fun space for sunbathing, all shaped to the yachts 
specific stern profile. From small sectional components to 
large custom platforms, we can make it yours.

https://searaft.com/
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With SeaRaft’s modular systems, you can truly create the perfect solution for all 
your needs. From side-by-side linking that allows for longer maintenance platforms, 
walkways and pontoons to full jetski, Seabob and Sea Pool setups.

The unparalleled versatility of the platforms and accessories is what really sets SeaRaft 
apart. With matching sizes and the flexibility of strategically located anchor points, 
building or changing configurations is quick and hassle free.

From a fully extended configuration to a simple Jet Ski Dock, a stable work 
platform for crew or guest leisure space, our modular design approach 
allows for easy connection to any part of your yacht and the platforms can be 
quickly and efficiently transformed from one task to another.

SeaRaft’s ingeniously designed, meticulously crafted, interchangeable 
platforms make them a cost effective solution for any situation.

https://searaft.com/
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YACHT SLIDES & TOYS
The craftsmanship and renowned quality that goes into our rafts is now 
available in our wide range of Yacht Slides & Toys. Making SeaRaft the 
go-to supplier for your complete range of inflatables, and the perfect 
solution to matching platforms and toys.

Our Yacht Toys can be customized to any size. Connect and combine 
our other Inflatable Yacht Toys, such as the SeaRaft Floating 
Trampolines and our Climbing Water Tower.
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SeaRaft Inflatable Yacht Slides are fully custom built to fit perfectly to your yacht. 
We offer various model options such as Yacht Slides with or without a leg support, 
straight or curved, long or short.

With your imagination and SeaRaft’s Inflatables, you can transform your yacht into 
the ultimate playground.

SeaRaft inflatables; we have 
your perfect solution to play 
without limitations. 

https://searaft.com/
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SeaRaft offer a wide range of high quality accessories to enhance your platform. 
From Air Steps that improve ease of access to your Sea Pool or Jet Ski Dock to 
Seats & Air loungers that allow you to relax anywhere on the yacht or the beach.

ACCESSORIES

AIR BUMPERS
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Air Bumpers are a strong and secure ‘fender’ like product which 
prevents rafts from drifting under the swim platform or transom.

AIR CONNECTION SYSTEM

The Air Connection System allows for inflatable platforms to be 
linked in multiple configurations.

SEATS & AIR LOUNGERS

At SeaRaft, we carry various models (both aluminium and 
inflated) designed to provide maximum comfort while being 
lightweight and compact to store. 

SWIM LADDERS

Our Boarding and Swim Ladders provide comfortable and 
secure access to and from the water.

AIR STEPS

Air Steps are specially designed for a comfortable access 
from the raft to the yachts swim platform, beach club or 
tender garage.

INFINITY AIR STAIRS

MAINTENANCE COVERS

Convert your Leisure Platform into a work- and washdown raft 
with ease, to fully protect the platform during various handling’s 
such as washdowns, paintings and other repair tasks.

The Infinity Air Stairs are designed to facilitate safe water access 
in style. The lightweight aluminum 5-steps stair system is easy to 
set up and after use, folds away for compact storage. Guaranteed 
not to rust or corrode, they are super lightweight yet very strong. A 
removable stainless steel Hand Rails set is optionally available.
 
Choose between our mobile inflated u-shape Infinity Air Stairs 
system or integrate the Infinity Stairs completely into your platform.

https://searaft.com/
mailto:INFO@searaft.com


SEARAFT – WHEN
QUALITY COUNTS
•  Handmade in Europe by our team of 

highly skilled craftsmen
•  Constructed from the highest quality 

fabrics and materials from Germany
• REACH compliant

SeaRaft manufacture customised inflatable platforms and rafts, using the 
strongest materials available. Superior design and quality ensures outstanding 
durability and long life, combined with functionality and aesthetics – 
guaranteeing that SeaRaft products are the yachting essentials you will enjoy 
for years to come. 

QUALITY
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HEYTEX DOUBLE
WALL FABRIC (DWF)

SeaRaft platforms are made from HEYtex PVC boat fabric and double-wall fabric 
(DWF), giving our platforms unparalleled strength and stability, combined with 
unbeatable lightness. Working in partnership with HEYtex Germany, the world’s 
leading manufacturer of technical textiles, we carry out intensive laboratory testing, 
so you can be sure you have the industry benchmark in platforms.

mailto:INFO@searaft.com
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Every luxury yacht is unique and as such they demand bespoke solutions, so it 
is imperative that a platform is designed and customised according to specific 
use and the owners personal requirements.

Share your ideas with us and we will turn them into reality!

CONTACT US

Get in touch with us, and we will be more than happy to assist you.

EXPERIENCE,
QUALITY &
HANDMADE
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